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Transport and Aviation Memorabilia Fair at Runway Visitors 
Park (RVP)  -  Manchester Airport 

 
This weekend was a busy on for Stockport Radio Society with the Contest 

Group participating in the 2021 IOTA Contest, and the Events Team at             

Manchester Airport for the Transport and Aviation Memorabilia Fair. 

 

The sun was out for what looked like 

a good day. The marquee which was 

set up on the grass next to the            

exhibition hut with Tony M0SAV  

giving everyone ‘directions’. We set 

up in good time, which was not bad 

to say this was the second event 

since the start of the pandemic.  We 

were all set up and ready before the 

gates officially opened. 

The team was joined by Bill M0WBS and Alan M1FHM. The normal team 

was there Tony M0SAV, me M6HNS, Nigel 2E0CKA, Nigel M0VNL, Neil 

M6NAE and Nigel G0RXA. 

We were also treated to bacon butties and cups of tea by our Chairman Tony 

M0SAV – Thanks Tony for a great start to the day. 

We had two different types of operating at 

the RVP which was Alan M1FHM chasing 

both IOTA and SOTA stations with his      

personal QRP kit and Nigel G0RXA doing 

Satellite again with his kit. We also had the 

new TV set up showing what was on              

approach into the airport from the skies 

above. 

We were welcomed to the event over the 

tannoy by Peter who is the Chair of The 

Aviation Society, who invited us back to 

the viewing park whenever we would like 

to attend. 

Continued on next page 

 

 

 

 

Alan M1FHM with his                      
SOTA setup 
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We had a steady stream of visitors to 

the event, including a few members, 

which we thank for attending. 

Once the gates opened the day               

became very busy. Lots of people 

checking out the vehicles and                   

memorabilia under Concorde. 

 

It was also a very hot day so all our Yaesu baseball caps came in very useful 

to keep us and the people visiting us cool from the Sun. 

The normal pints of beer flowed along with 

the obligatory ice creams.  (Picture opposite 

shows Nigel 2E0CKA waiting patiently for his 

ice cream) 

Overall a good successful second event. 

Thanks to the team and members for joining 

us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally, I cannot let it pass with saying ‘Evan we missed you!’  Evan was 

playing radio at Common Barn Farm as the ‘final man standing’ in the IOTA 

Contest with the Stockport Radio Society Contest Group 

Look forward to seeing you at AVRO in September. 

Richard G3CWI 


